THE BIRMINGHAM COMMUNITY CONCERT BAND ASSOCIATION

PRESENTS

THE BIRMINGHAM COMMUNITY CONCERT BAND

CONDUCTED BY

SPENCER SHAW

GARDENDALE CIVIC CENTER

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2007, 3:00 PM

CHORALE AND ALLEUIA ................................................................. HOWARD HANSON

AUTUMN LEAVES ...................................................... JOHNNY MERCER, JACQUES PREVERT, JOSEPH KOSMA

ARRANGED BY ALFRED REED

MARCH “THE SOUTHERNER” .............................................. RUSSELL ALEXANDER

ARRANGED BY GLENN CLIFFE BAINUM

SOUTH PACIFIC ............................................................................ OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN & RICHARD RODGERS

ARRANGED BY ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT

DITES-MOI, A COCK-EYED OPTIMIST, SOME ENCHANTED EVENING, BLOODY-MARY,

THERE IS NOTHING LIKE A DAME, BALI HA'I, I'VE GONNA WASH THAT MAN RIGHT OUTA MY HAIR,

A WONDERFUL GUY, YOUNGER THAN SPRINGTIME, HAPPY TALK, HONEY BUN, THIS NEARLY WAS MINE

SUITE OF OLD AMERICAN DANCES ........................................ ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT

1. CAKE WALK, 2. SCHOTTISCH, 3. WESTERN ONE-STEP,

4. WALLFLOWER WALTZ, 5. RAG

THE MAGIC OF ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER ..................................... ARANGED BY WARREN BARKER

SUPERSTAR, I DON'T KNOW HOW TO LOVE HIM, DON'T CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA,

MEMORY, PHANTOM OF THE OPERA

THEME FROM “POLOVETSIAN DANCES” .................................... ALEXANDER BORODIN

ARRANGED BY CACAVAS

CHICAGO TRIBUNE ..................................................................... W.P. CHAMBERS

MARCH

THE BIRMINGHAM COMMUNITY CONCERT BAND ASSOCIATION IS A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION WHOSE PURPOSE IS TO

PRESERVE AND PROMOTE CONCERT BAND MUSIC AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF OUR MUSICAL HERITAGE. FOR MORE

INFORMATION ABOUT PARTICIPATION, CONCERT DATES, AND DONATIONS PLEASE CONTACT EITHER: JOE SANTORO,

PRESIDENT: (205) 426-1221, OR JENNIFER JAMES, SECRETARY: (205) 428-6379.